Introducing
CUBS ETF.
Get to know a new
investment opportunity in
the next emerging economies.
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Why Emerging
Markets?

Emerging Markets Account
for 60% of Global GDP.

Robust short- and long-term growth forecasts
driven by fundamental secular trends such as
Urbanization, Gentrification, Digitization,
and Education.
Emerging Markets

Advanced Economies

Source: IMF, Dawn Global Research, GDP measure on PPP share of world total output.

Emerging Markets are Home
to 90% of the World’s Youth.
Emerging Markets

Rest of the World

Source: World Bank (2020), Dawn Global Research. Youth defined as <24 years old.
Note: Favorable demographic growth does not guarantee favorable fund performance.

This population lives in increasingly dense
urban areas, which leads to the confluence of
demographic, density, and technology dividends.

Seven EMs expected to be
part of the Top-10 Global
Economies by 2030.

The fast-growing, dominant share of global economic
output attributed to emerging markets is evidenced
by the changing mix of the world’s top 10 economies.

Ranked by GDP (PPP).
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Source: Standard Chartered (2019), Dawn Global Research. G7 refers to inter-governmental
political forum covering 7 countries. PPP stands for GDP Purchasing Power Parity.

Projected to be
the fastest-growing,
largest consumer
middle class globally.

US + Europe
2015

LatAm + Africa + ME
2025

Asia Pacific
2030

The scale of the emerging market middle
class growth is illustrated through the
growing share of middle-class
expenditure attributed to Asia Pacific.
Source: Brookings Institution (2018), Dawn Global Research (based on $bn
PPP), ME refers to Middle East. Note: For international purposes only. Does
not represent the Fund. Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied
upon. Actual results may vary.
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The Old
Guard
e.g. BRICs

2+ decades

developed countries

political instabilities

Traditional Emerging Markets

with a high GDP/Capita

show the need to diversify

Over the past 2 decades,
Emerging Markets were defined
by the BRICs (Brazil Russia India
China), Korea, and Taiwan.

Meanwhile, Korea and Taiwan
are developed countries with a
higher GDP/Capita than
Spain, Italy, and Portugal.

Yet, recent events in Russia
and China have
underscored the need to
diversify beyond the BRICs.

80%

30%

30%

Share of MSCI EM*

Korea and Taiwan share of MSCI EM
*Russia stocks were removed from MSCI Emerging Market Indices in March 2022

China share of MSCI EM*

Investors come to Emerging Markets for growth, but will
they find compelling risk-adjusted growth in EM this decade?
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Total GDP and Market Cap ($tn)

Why CUBS
Countries
Scale

Source: IMF & Bloomberg as of Jan-2022. All based on 2021
actual except GDP based on 2021 IMF Forecast
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880M
people

440M

smartphones

And a GDP
similarly sized
to India’s
Source: IMF, Bloomberg
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Growth
IMF expects CUBS

Fastest
growing
next 1 billion
people

to be the fastest
growing economic
region globally 2020-26.

who are young
and educated.

Middle Class
Representing Asia’s

This growth drives:
Consumption

Average age: 27

next one billion new
middle-class consumers

Digital Adoption

Competitiveness

this decade.

JP Morgan

6 Year USD GDP
Growth Forecast

Digital
Adoption

US

Accelerating and record digital adoption,
surpassing India and LatAm levels. McKinsey

2017 vs 2020
Smartphone Penetration

LatAm
Global

2017

EM Ex-China
BRICs

India

2020

22%

32%

India

CUBS

CUBS
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Source: IMF WEO (Apr-2021), Dawn Global Research
Note: For informational purposes only. Does not represent the Fund.
Forecasts are inherently limited and cannot be relied upon. Actual results may vary.
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Capital is
Beginning to Flow
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Bangladesh
Avg. age 28
Pop. 170M

About
CUBS ETF

Philippines
Avg. age 24
Pop. 110M

The first active thematic
emerging markets ETF
in the world.
Also the first ETF focused on the

Pakistan
Avg. age 22
Pop. 220M

fastest growing South and Southeast
Asia region covering 5 hard to access
countries spanning 880M people.

Vietnam
Avg. age 32
Pop. 100M

Indonesia
Avg. age 31
Pop. 270M
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Why
CUBS
ETF

Emerging Markets ETF investing in
Burgeoning Southeast Asia ex-China
through the NYSE listed Asian
Growth CUBS ETF.

Step 2 | Analysis

Step 1 | Screening

Investment
Process
Active investment,
focused on buying quality
growing companies at
reasonable valuations,
combines quantitative topdown company screening
with an ESG filter,
followed by qualitative
bottom-up analysis.

Top-Down
Quantitative Company Screen

Bottom-Up
Qualitative Company Analysis

~3500 Companies

< 50 Companies

ESG Excludes fossil fuels, tobacco,
mining, weapons, gambling
Size Free-float market cap
threshold
Liquidity Average daily
traded value threshold
Quality Revenue growth,
profit margins, ROI
Risk Leverage, NPLs,
cashflows

~80 Companies

Management
Ongoing meetings with
management executives
Valuation
2 standard deviation long-term
LTM P/E ratio analysis

Financial
Analysis of the income statement,
balance sheet, and cashflow statement

~80 Companies

Portfolio Process
Strict framework focused on mitigating single country, industry, and company
risk. Benchmark agnostic approach with minimal overlap to traditional EM
indices, thereby offering genuine EM diversification.

Efficient
Lowest fee for this type of actively managed exposure. Compared to mutual
funds, ETFs come with ETF-wrapper tax benefits, intraday liquidity instead of
end of day, ongoing distribution of dividends instead of end of year, paid on
“qualified” basis attracting a lower tax rate, plus the ability to lend the ETF share
meaning the investor can generate revenue during the holding period. Reuters

Experience
Founded and managed by an experienced public and private equity
investment partner in emerging and frontier markets, providing existing depth
of local relationships.

Ex-China Exposure
Zero China exposure, and the only diversified ETF focused on
Southeast Asia. Portfolio geared to secular growth trends, expressed
through bias to TMT, Healthcare, FMCG, and FinTech. ETFDB.com

BRICs + Taiwan
Allocation %

CUBs
Allocation %
As of March 2022

MSCI

FTSE

MSCI

MSCI

Emerging Markets
Index

Emerging Markets
Index

Emerging Markets
Asia Index

Frontier and Emerging
Markets Index

~68%

~79%

~76%

~0%

~2%

~2%

~3%

~35%

Attractive Entry Point
Ongoing foreign outflows create attractive valuation
entry point, at c35% P/E discount vs. S&P 500.
CUBS valuation discount to S&P 500 remains at ten-year high
Valuations remain pressured amidst ongoing foreign equity investment outflows
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Source: Bloomberg as of March 2022; MSCI PE composite consists of MSCI indexes for Bangladesh, Indonesia, Pakistan,
Philippines, Vietnam equally weighted. Discount vs the index refers to the difference in Price-Earnings multiple valuation
between the MSCI Index based PE valuation for the Cubs (outlined above) and the PE valuation for the S&P 500

Country Profiles

Click to know more about each of the CUBs countries.

Do you want
to know more?

These are the best ways to
contact DawnGlobal
about CUBS ETF:

cubsetf
cubsetf
cubs@dawnglobal.com

dawnglobal
Presented by:

dawnglobal
dawnglobal.com

Carefully consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risk factors, charges
and expenses before investing. This and additional information can be
found in the Fund’s prospectus, which may be obtained by visiting
www.dawnglobal.com. Read the prospectus carefully before investing
Risk Information
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal.
Investments in smaller and mid-sized companies typically exhibit higher
volatility. The fund is non-diversified. International investing may involve
risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuations in currency values, from
differences in generally accepted accounting principles, or from
economic or political instability in other nations. Emerging markets
involve heightened risks related to the same factors as well as increased
volatility and lower trading volume. Frontier markets generally have less
developed capital markets than traditional emerging market countries,
and, consequently, the risks of investing in foreign securities are
magnified in such countries. These countries are subject to potentially
significant political, social and economic instability, which could materially
and adversely affect the companies in which the Fund may invest. The
Fund invests in the securities of Internet Companies, including internet
services companies and internet retailers, and is subject to risk that
market or economic factors impacting technology companies and
companies that rely heavily on technology advances could have a major
effect on the value of the Fund’s investments.

Definition: ESG Environmental criteria considers how a company
performs as a steward of nature. Social criteria examine how it
manages relationships with employees, suppliers, customers, and the
communities where it operates. Governance deals with a company’s
leadership, executive pay, audits, internal controls, and shareholder
rights.
MSCI EM Index based on the MSCI Emerging Markets Index which
captures large and mid cap representation across 27 Emerging
Markets (EM) countries*
MSCI World Index based on market capitalization-weighted index
comprised of companies’ representative of the market structure of 23
developed market countries in North America (including the U.S.),
Europe and the Asia/Pacific region
FTSE Emerging Index based on the FTSE Emerging Index which
provides investors with a comprehensive means of measuring the
performance of the most liquid large- and mid-cap companies in the
emerging markets.
MSCI Emerging Markets Asia Index based on the MSCI Emerging
Markets (EM) Asia Index which captures large and mid cap
representation across 9 Emerging Markets countries

There is no guarantee that the Fund or the index will achieve its
investment objective.

MSCI Frontier and Emerging Markets Index based on the MSCI
Frontier Emerging Markets (FEM) Index captures large and mid cap
representation across 34 Frontier Emerging Markets countries

The Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

TMT refers to Technology, Media Telecom

Disclaimer: Diversification does not ensure profits or prevent losses.

FMCG refers to Fast Moving Consumer Goods

